ENGLISH:

Balanced motion with a desire to go forward
with impulsion from the rear, expressed in long, lofty strides that eat
up the arena beneath their feet.

HALTER:

A breeding class, in which each horse is presented
“in-hand” and is judged on its correctness of conformation, its
movement, and Arabian Type.

HUNTER: On the flat or over fences, a hunter covers
the ground easily with a long, low, efficient stride that could
accommodate an all-day ride.

NATIVE COSTUME:

Representative of those
used by ancient Bedouins, the beauty of the Arabian horse and the
colorful heritage of the costumes make this one of the most exciting
and popular disciplines.

RACING:

Racing is in the heart and soul of every Arabian
horse with its own long history of racing, athleticism and speed.

SHOW HACK: This discipline has its roots in
classical movements of dressage of the collected and extended
gait, the hand gallop, the halt and the reinback.

TRAIL: For pure pleasure or show, Arabians move over
obstacles without hesitation and are safe and a pleasurable ride.

DRESSAGE:
Dressage uses gymnastic
exercises—a series of
movements and figures.
When done systematically and
correctly, the horse will be soft and supple
on both sides and will respond willingly and
obediently.

WESTERN:

This Arabian is calm, willing, has an
obedient attitude with smooth, soft gaits and is happy and content
to do its job.

WORKING WESTERN: The agility and
willingness of these horses guided by their riders, demonstrates
difficult movements necessary in working cattle.

DRIVING: Drivers skillfully
maneuver their horses through various gaits
performed with fluid motion
in harness.

ENDURANCE: Arabians
are able to carry their riders over
thousands of miles, the dominating
choice today when competing against
other breeds.

JUMPING: The jumping
Answer Key:
1 - Trail; 2 - Racing; 3 - Halter; 4 - Working Western; 5 - Endurance; 6 - Jumping; 7 - Driving;
8 - Hunter; 9 - Western; 10 - Show Hack; 11 - Dressage; 12 - English; 13 - Native Costume

horse is forward thinking and moving
with a confident heart and attitude over jumps.

